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Medical Development in the Ming Dynasty

Chinese Medicine Department
The Ming Dynasty 明朝
medical development (part 1)
1368-1644
The Ming Period 明朝


The Ming Dynasty — The Last Han Chinese Dynasty

https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/china-history/the-ming-dynasty.htm
Medicine in the Ming dynasty

- The Ming dynasty witnessed many achievements in science, technology and medicine.
- The government of the Ming dynasty worshiped Confucianism and advocated the activities of loving one’s parents and brothers. In such a circumstance, undertaking medical occupations was seen as an important way to fulfil that purpose. Many intellectuals abandoned the road of being a government official, and engaged in medical careers. As a result, the cultural quality, and the structural knowledge of physicians were greatly improved, and the social status of practitioners increased.
Medicine in the Ming dynasty (cont.)

- Zheng He’s 7 missions to “the West” (郑和七下西洋) improved scientific and cultural exchanges, including medicine between China and Southeast Asia, India, and more than 30 countries in the Middle East and Afric. After the 16 century (Middle Ming), those exchanges between China and Europe had been more frequent.

- In the later period of the Ming dynasty, the development of materia medica had been sped up. There came forth many far-reaching works, like *Ben Cao Gang Mu* 本草纲目 (*Compendium of Materia Medica*), and *Shi Liao Ben Cao* 食疗本草 (*Materia Medica of Diet Therapy*).
Medicine in the Ming dynasty (cont.)

- There were great developments in disease diagnosis, case-writing format, compilation and dissemination of medical books, discussion of medical ethics, and exposition of medical history. Meanwhile, academics in miscellaneous diseases underwent a comprehensive development, and achieved unprecedented prosperity. These achievements made the academics of miscellaneous diseases more and more mature. This had great impact on the academics of miscellaneous diseases in later generations.

(History and development of traditional Chinese medicine)
https://ecnh.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_GB/ecnh/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:5807/one
Li Shizhen 李時珍
1518 – 1593

courtesy name: Li Dongbi
assumed name: Li Pinhu
was from a family lineage of physicians in Qizhou (present Qichun County, Hubei Province).

本草綱目, Compendium of Materia Medica
Li Shizhen 李時珍
1518 – 1593

Li Shi Zhen failed the imperial exam, and determined to engage in the ritual and discipline of medical and herbal knowledge. At his 30, he won great fame after curing prince of the Chu State’s “worm disease”.

He completed the *Ben Cao Gang Mu* when he was 60 (1578).

He could not find anyone to publish it until 3 years after his death.
A year before his death, he made a copy of the text as a gift for the emperor, hoping that he would publish it for the welfare of people, but nothing happened.

3 years after his death, the publisher in Nanjing finally came out with the first edition of Ben Cao Gang Mu (1596).

**Second edition** came out in 1606. It was also published in Japan, and later translated into many European languages.
Li Shizhen’s Pub: 3 publications

1. Ben Cao Gang Mu (本草綱目, Compendium of Materia Medica)
2. Pin Hu Mai Xue (瀕湖脈學 A Study of the Pulse)
3. Qi Jing Ba Mai Kao (奇經八脈考 An Examination of the Eight Extra Meridians).

The Grand Compendium of Materia Medica.
Ben Cao Gang Mu (本草綱目, Compendium of Materia Medica)

- The entire book consists of 52 volumes including 6 parts and sixty categories. Through Li Shizhen’s identification and classification, the number of the Chinese medicinal plants reached 1892 species of which 374 kinds were newly added.
- 1,100 herb illustrations and 11,000 prescriptions.
- It described the type, form, flavour, nature and application in disease treatments of 1,094 herbs.
- It has been translated into many different languages, and remains as the premier reference work for herbal medicine.
Ben Cao Gang Mu (本草綱目，Compendium of Materia Medica)

Ben Cao Gang Mu is a monumental work and the greatest achievement of the Ming Dynasty. It is…

- A summary of traditional Chinese pharmacology before the sixteenth century.
- An interesting account of a more advanced and scientific classification system of medicinal herbs at that time.
- Correction of some mistakes in records about medicinal herbs in previous books on materia medica.
- A good compilation which preserved a vast amount of literature of medicine.
- Enrichment of the treasure house of world medicine.

(History and development of traditional Chinese medicine)

https://ecnh.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_GB/ecnh/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1807/one
Li Shizhen’s significant influence in TCM history

- Li was an outstanding specialist of medicine and pharmacy of the Ming Dynasty. His name has been deeply imprinted in the heart of the Chinese people, and he has been highly honoured by world people.

- The Grand Compendium of Materia Medica is regarded the gem of the world medicine treasury. After publication the book has been translated into many languages, such as English, French, German, Latin, Japanese and Korean, and spread widely. On the world arena it displays the brilliance of the development of the traditional Chinese medical science.

http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.endeavour.edu.au/10.1016/j.jtcms.2016.01.015
Research articles

- Li Shizhen and The Compendium of Materia Medica


http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.endeavour.edu.au:10.1016/j.jtcms.2016.01.015

Ben Cao Gang Mu dictionary: Chinese historical illness terminology

Title: Ben cao gang mu dictionary : Chinese historical illness terminology.
Volume 1

Variant Title: Dictionary of the Ben cao gang mu

Author: Zhang, Zhibin, 1953-, editor.

Publisher: Oakland, California University of California Press, 2014

ISBN: 9780520283954

Physical Description: 764 pages

Personal Subject:
Li, Shizhen, 1518-1593. Ben cao gang mu-Dictionaries.

Subject Term: Medicine, Chinese -- History -- 16th century.
Medicine, Chinese -- Terminology.
Chinese medicine -- History.
Herbal medicine -- History.
Drugs, Chinese Herbal.
Materia medica, Vegetable -- China -- History -- 16th century.

Added Author:
Zhang, Zhibin, 1953-

Unschuld, Paul U. (Paul Ulrich), 1943-

https://ecnh.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_GB/ecnh/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:50857/one
2. *Pin Hu Mai Xue*  
(瀕湖脈學  A Study of  
the Pulse)
Li Shizhen’s pulse studies

Title: Li Shi-zhen’s pulse studies : an illustrated guide
Author: Li, Shen-qing, 1952-
ISBN: 9787117137621
Personal Author: Li, Shen-qing, 1952-
Physical Description: xix, 170 p. : ill. ; 26 cm. + 1 folded table at back of book.
General Note: Some Chinese text.
Subject Term: Pulse diagnosis.
Medicine, Chinese -- Early works to 1800.
Chinese medicine.
Medicine, Chinese Traditional.
Added Author:
Morris, William.

Li, Shizhen, 1518-1593.
Subject Code: CMPR121

https://ecnh.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_GB/ecnh/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:29931/one
Li Shi Zhen's Pulse Diagnosis


3. Qi Jing Ba Mai Kao
(奇經八脈考 An Examination of the Eight Extra Meridians).

This book presents a full examination of the eight extraordinary meridians from the texts of the Neijing, the Nanjing, and their commentaries.
Acupuncture Development in the Ming Dynasty 明朝 (1368 – 1644)
A climax of acupuncture and moxa

- In the Ming dynasty, acupuncture continued developing. During the Ming dynasty, acupuncture and moxibustion were work up to a climax that many problems studied deeper and broader.
- There were more famous doctors specialized in this field, i.e.,
  - Chen Hui of the early stage of Ming Dynasty,
  - Ling Yun of the middle stage, and
  - Yang Jizhou of the later stage,

They were exerted a tremendous influence upon the development of acupuncture and moxibustion.
A new phase of acupuncture and moxibustion

- Main characteristics in the new phase based on the previous achievement (esp. the Song, Jing, and Yuan dynasties):
  - Needling techniques came into duplex manipulation from simplex manipulation.
  - Moxibustion with a moxa roll developed from a moxa cone.
  - A large number of compilations in acupuncture and moxibustion came forth.
  - Formation of a new category of extra points by sorting out the previous records of acupuncture sites located away from the Fourteen Meridians.

Besides these publications, many medical charts of points had been published during this period.
Ming Dynasty Needling Techniques

- Shao Shan Huo (heat producing method)
- Tou Tian Liang (cool producing method)
- Fei Jing Qi Si Fa (Four comprehensive needling manipulations)

- Green Dragon wagging tail
- White Tiger shaking head
- Green Tortoise seeking the cave
- Red Phoenix spreading wings to fly

Image: Wikimedia commons, 2015
Four Celestial Animals

Grace2design, 2006
Flying away

(Fei)

- Twirl the needle several times, and then suddenly release and separate the thumb and index finger from it, do twirling and release repeatedly
- The movement looks like a bird spreading its wings to fly
- Can promote and circulate qi as well as strengthen the needle sensation

Chang, 2011, p46
Image: Jack Wolf, 2009
Lighting the fire on the mountain (Shao Shan Huo 烧山火)

- Thrust in strongly & slowly to Heaven
- Tonifying manipulation X9
- Thrust in strongly & slowly to Man
- Tonifying manipulation X9
- Thrust in strongly & slowly to Earth
- Tonifying manipulation X9
- Repeat this three times and leave at Earth level

Chang, 2011, p56
Image: Wikimedia Commons, 2012
Coolness from Heaven
*(Tou Tian Liang ̋透天凉)*

- Lift strongly & slowly to Earth level
- Sedating manipulation X6
- Lift strongly & slowly to Man level
- Sedating manipulation X6
- Lift strongly & slowly to Heaven level
- Sedating manipulation X6
- Repeat this three times and leave at the Heaven level

*Chang, 2011, p57
Image: Wikimedia Commons, 2012*
Coolness from Heaven

Chang, 2011, p57
Green Tortoise Seeks the Point
(Cang Gui Tan Xue)

- Insert the needle to the earth level, grasp the qi and retreat to heaven level
- Then redirect the needle respectively front, back left and right
- Each direction will have a gradual thrust before returning to the heaven level and going in a different direction

Chang, 2011, p64, Versluys, 2004, p32-3
Image: Wikimedia Commons
Green Tortoise

Chang, 2011, p65
Green dragon swings his tail
(*Cang Long Yao Wei*)

- After inserting the needle and grasping the qi
- Lift the needle to the superficial level and adjust the angle to oblique towards the painful area
- Then advance the needle, first superficially and then deeply until the sensation is obtained
- Grasp the needle handle and slowly wave from left to right or front to back like a rudder on a boat

Image: Tony Alter, 2015
Green Dragon waves tail

Chang, 2011, p63
White tiger shakes his head
(*Bai Hu Yao Tuo*)

- This technique combines lifting, thrusting, twisting and twirling
- When advancing the needle also incorporate rotation of the needle
- When withdrawing the needle also combined with left and right movements
- This simultaneous use of movements has the action of stirring up the qi of the lower layers.
- Done perpendicularly


Image: praline3001
White Tiger shakes head

Chang, 2011, p64
Red Phoenix Spreads Wings

- Insert needle to earth level
- Then lift to heaven (superficial)
- Shake and wait for Qi
- Go to man level (deep)
- With lifting and thrusting and twirling and rotation
- When you get to the superficial level let the needle fly
- This can circulate the meridian Qi
- Repeat nine times

Image: Ryan McCurdy, 2008
Red Phoenix

Chang, 2011, p66
Imperial Bureau of Medicine 1443  
(Medical University of Ming Dynasty)

In 1443, the Ming government specially appointed someone in charge of casting more bronze acupuncture figures like the Son’s. In the mid-16th century, the Acupuncturist Gao Wu 高武 designed casts for bronze acupuncture figures of a man, woman and child, which were used as the respective standard of fixed points.
The Main Compilations in Acupuncture & Moxibustion during Ming Dynasty

- **Li Shizhen 李时珍**: Qi Jing Ba Mai Kao (奇經八脈考 An Examination of the Eight Extra Meridians).

- **Gao Wu 高武**: Zhen Jiu Ju Ying (A Collection of Gems of Acupuncture and Moxibustion);

- **Yang Jizhou 杨继洲**: Zhen Jiu Da Cheng (Great Compendium of Acupuncture and Moxibustion)
Li Shi Zhen 李時珍 (1518 – 1593)
&
Qi Jing Ba Mai Kao (奇經八脈考 An Examination of the Eight Extra Meridians)
see slide 18
Gao Wu (高武) 1529

- Gao Wu, calling himself Meihu, was from Siming in Zhejiang province. He passed the imperial military exam and had a good mastery of acupuncture and moxibustion though he studied medicine in old age.

- Gao Wu’s representative work of acupuncture and moxibustion is *Zhen Jiu Ju Ying* (针灸聚英 Gatherings of Eminent Exponential Acupuncturists)
Gao Wu (高武) 1529

Zhen Jiu Ju Ying (针灸聚英 Gatherings of Eminent Exponential Acupuncturists)

- Compiled mainly for beginners, it extracts the important discussion on acupuncture and moxibustion from Nei jing, Nan Jing, etc.
- In 1592 he wrote another representative work for this book which gathers the important theories and experiences (cases) from previous acupuncture and moxibustion texts, and recording learned views of Gao Wu himself criticising blind faith.
- It is an important monograph on acupuncture and moxibustion.
Summary & Discussion

- Summarize this session learning
- What could be the influence of those masters’ work / theory (i.e., Li Shizhen, Gao Wu, etc.) on present day Chinese Medicine practice?

- Any other questions?
Main References


http://www.china.org.cn/english/MATERIAL/185663.htm#5
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